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Suppression of Anomalous Drain Current in Short Channel MOSFET
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Increasing sensitivity of MOSIET characteristics to two-dirnensi.onal geometry, as a conse-

quence of the scaling-dorrr.ooro"J])."".rrti"J-1y gives rise to several probl-ems such as difficulty

in controlling the threshold voltage and the current voltage characteristics. This paper de-

scribes two-dimensional anal-ysis of the sealed-down MOSIET r.rith deep ion irplantation into channel

region to reveal a role of the ion inplanted layer on suppression of the broadening of Log IO- Va

slope and anomalous excess drain current in the subthreshold region as \^2e11 as modification of the

short channel effects in threshold voltage, and, finally, derives optimum condition for the ion

implantation which can a1low us larger tolerance in designing very short channel MOSFET.

Schematie cross section of the n-channel MOSFET is shor,rn in Fig.1, where NSUS'NSfl .td NSF2

are the accepter irupurity concentrations in the layers, respectively. Xlr X2 and X, are the

tklcknesses of the two doped layers and the junction depth, respectlvely. TOX i" the gate thick-

ness, and trEFF ahu channel J-ength. VDD'VBB and Va are the drain

voltage, the back gate bias and the Eate voltage, respectively. T\uo

basic equations, Poissonrs equation and the current continuity equation,

rrere numerically 
"ot*r"62ilv 

rneans of Stonets iterative method.

Fig.2 shows some exampl-es of calculation i,n comparison with experirnentall VDB
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results, which demonstrates excel-

lent agreement. Tig.3 shows

typical examples of calculated IO

= VG characteristics for various

effective channel lengttres with

ancl without deep ctrannel ion

iurplantation. We should note

that broadening of a slope in the

subthreshold region and excess

drain current become more signifi-

cant rvith. decreasing ch.annel

l-engttr-. It is very clear that

both amount of the excess drain

current and the slope of Log IO -

Yn charactetistics are drasticlly

improved in case of the ion

irylanted derrice with Lrrg of
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even as snall as 1.0,;rn. the remainder of the paper will be dedicated to how to interprete the

role of ion i-ruplanted layer and how to optiml-ze the ion iuplantation for designlng very short

channel I,OSI'ET and WSI. Potential distributions in several I"XCSFETs are shornrn in Fig.4. Note

that the potential for \"r=1.;um stays at relatively high Level until 1.0 to 1.2 ym in-depth,

while the one for l-onger \rrdrons down quickl-y with increasing thickness. The ion irnplanted

device with \r, = 1 Imbehaves as if it had relatively longer channel length. Thus, the anoma-

lous drain current which is due to a punch-through current in deeper region, shoud be effectiveLy

suppressed by the deep-ion inplantation of accepter impurity as well as the slope of Log In - Ve

characteristics. The slope of Log In - Ve characteristics in the subthreshold region is calcu-

lated as a f rnction of the depth of ion iutplanted layer for various concentrations of NSF2, *d

plotted in Fig.5. Combinations for NSf2 *d the depth X, show certain optima for nininizing the

i.nverse slope n as clearly seen in the figure. Since electron current becones strongly localized

along the surface with increasing back gate bias, the effect of ion implantation on the slope and

the excess drain current tends to be less sensitive in comparisn with the zero back gate bias.

From Fig.5 and behaviors of anomalous drain current, one can obtain optimum areas surrounded by

several I - NS'Z curves as described in Fig.5. Consequently, both slope of Log ID - VG charac-

teristics and additionaldrain current in the subthrestrold regi.on can he significantly irqproved by
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Il * tsfl for supprertd of ercear curnnt sd 1t

choosing appropriate coЦ binations for dose and pro―

JeCted range for ion ■mplantation Of accepters into

channel region.
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